Willow Class News
Another fun filled week!
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This week in Willow Class we have continued with our story Elmer the elephant. We have had some fantastic
sentences offered this week. When looking at a page in the book, Pharrell said ‘Their chucking the elephant,
they’ll make him flip!’ Super sentence Pharrell!
In maths we have been measuring using cubes, rulers and objects. Mohammed worked really well with this, and
was careful to measure his snakes using cubes. Well done Mohammed!
In RE were continuing with God’s creation of the world. This week we looked at how God made the water and sky.
Ethan, Khane and Omar had a great time splashing in the water! It went everywhere!
In PE we looked at our ball skills. Dylan and Omar were very careful to kick the ball slowly in to hoops, and
carried out the activity really well. Ethan shared a great tac pac session with Jenny, and was a super star, giving
wonderful eye contact. Well done Ethan!
We looked at Road Safety this week. The children were very good and understood the dangers of a road. Dylan
was very good at knowing how to cross a road safety. Well done Dylan!
This week we have celebrated World Book Day. We have enjoyed making the craft for our door, in the
‘best door competition’. The children made some fantastic craft of Winnie the Pooh and Piglet. Khane and Ethan
concentrated very well with scrunching paper and sticking it on to our cut out character shapes.
We also celebrated St David’s day, making Welsh Cakes, which were yummy! And had a tea party, with games,
for Mohammed’s birthday!
In history and geography, we have looking at how the Romans invaded Spain. We made an amphitheatre, and
Jessica concentrated very well on this. It looks fantastic! We painted a picture of Boudicca and looked at Celtic
patterns.

And finally…

Pharrell, for super work and concentration in all areas of his work! Well done
Pharrell!
Reminders…

Red nose day is Friday 19th March
If a member of your family shows signs of Covid-19 symptoms, please follow the government guidelines

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-home-guidance?prioritytaxon=774cee22-d896-44c1-a611-e3109cce8eae .

Look what we’ve been up to this week…
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